BizView continues its success in the market with its strategic partner Acando
Acando has with their experience and expertise, combined with its ability to deliver successful projects and solutions to its customers, become a leading
provider of BI solutions in the market. CEO Oskar Kristiansen in Bizview Systems pronounce in connection with the new agreement with HEM that it's extra
fun for Bizview to be a part of Acando's Insidan offer, which they now have great success with, as this is in line with Bizview's strategy to complement their
partners offer to their clients. Oskar Kristiansen further states that they see great potential to further develop its cooperation with Acando.
Press release from Acando:
Hamlmstad Energi och Miljö (Energy and Environment) chooses Acando Insidan
Halmstad Energi och Miljö (HEM) has chosen Acando Insidan for planning, analysis and control of business operations.
”We have looked over the market for performance management and business intelligence and found that what Acando presented as their system solution is
what cater HEM demands on the system at its best," says Torbjörn Sannerstedt, CFO at HEM. "Acando has a complete portal and solution where
everything is connected, which is integrated with all of our operation systems for a comprehensive analysis and planning. This was exactly what we were
looking for and fits hand in glove with our strategy to develop HEM's business.”
HEM is an efficient and innovative municipal company in the energy and recycling market. With Acando Insidan is made possible a more efficient way of
working and total control of the entire operation.
Acando Insidan is based on business intelligence tools from Microsoft, complemented by performance management and budget / forecast from Stratsys
and BizView. Two well-established companies in their respective functional areas. The packaging is specially designed for municipal and public activities,
but also works great in the private sector.
"With Acando Insidan, we can offer the market's best solution for performance management in one integrated package. We have complete starter kit for
municipalities, county councils and municipal companies, as well as all possibilities for customization. This makes us the most attractive option for public
businesses today”, says Magnus Björk, business manager for Analytics at Acando.
Do you want to know more?
Call Acando, Magnus Björk, magnus.bjork@acando.com, phone +46 (0)31 3453348 or
HOME, Torbjörn Sannerstedt, torbjorn.sannerstedt@hem.se, phone +46 (0)35 191 686
FACTS
HEM provide over 45 000 customers in Halmstad with various services in waste management and energy (electricity, district heating and total energy), and
has about 220 employees. HEM stands for customer benefit and strive for minimal resource consumption and minimal environmental impact. The Group
operates long-term and take responsibility for future generation’s right to a healthy and safe living environment. More information on the www.hem.se .
Acando is a consulting company whose mission is to work with their clients to create business value by improving and streamlining processes,
organization and digital solutions. We distinguish ourselves in our ability to combine expertise in strategy and business with solid technical expertise and a
keen understanding of how organizations work. The group has about 1,800 employees in four countries in Europe and delivery centers in India and Latvia.
Acando had a turnover of almost SEK 2 billion in 2014 and is listed on the Nasdaq Stockholm. www.acando.se .
About BizView and Bizview Systems
BizView is one of the leading systems for forecasting, budgeting, reporting, analysis and consolidation. The software provides a web-based Excel-like user
interface combined with powerful workflow management. BizView is an open solution that also fits well with QlikView’s and Microsoft’s business
intelligence offerings. BizView is developed and marketed by Bizview Systems with offices in Scandinavia and is marketed outside Scandinavia by partners.
Over 1000 companies use our solutions.
For more information see www.bizviewsystems.com

